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are higher than at the canal and the contrast between the two sides is
greater. The densely forested north side is the home of some of the
least-known Indians. The south side, however, contains much grassy
land where people of Spanish or mixed mestizo descent raise cattle.
A566 shows that neither Nicaragua nor Honduras has yet built a
railroad from one ocean to the other. Guatemala, Costa Rica, and Panama
each have only one, while Salvador is connected with the Atlantic by the
Guatemala Road.
The West Indies
The West Indies form part of a series of mountains which run east and
west, instead of north and south as do most of the mountains of America.
They are only the tops of the mountains, but it is easy to see that a Cuban
ridge and a Jamaican ridge unite in Santo Domingo and go on east
through Puerto Rico. Then the united ridge bends south in the Lesser
Antilles to the British island of Trinidad, Where the two ridges unite in
the Dominican Republic the mountains rise highest, reaching well over
10,000 feet. Only four islands need concern us here: Cuba, which is an
independent republic; Jamaica, a British colony; Hispaniola, which con-
tains the so-called Black Republic of Haiti on the west and the Dominican
Republic on the east; and Puerto Rico, which belongs to the United States.
All these are mountainous, but Cuba has a large proportion of lowland.
This is one reason why it produces so much sugar. Inasmuch as northern
slopes get rain from the tradewinds during our winter, the north side of
each island and of each mountain range has more rain and heavier forests
than the south side. During our summer all parts of the islands get rain
of the kind which normally falls in tropical countries after the sun reaches
its highest level. On the south side the mountains create so great a rain-
shadow that in winter for many months there may be no rain at all. This,
together with the warmth of the winter, causes all the islands to have
scrubby forests and much grass on their south side.
The density of the population in the West Indian republics is sur-
prisingly great. Here are the figures.
Population
per
Area       Population       square mile
Cuba	44,200       4,500,000	102
Jamaica	4»5QO        1,150,000	256
Haiti	11,100        2,700,000	244
Dominican Republic         19,300        1,500,000	78
Puerto Rico	3,400        1,800,000	530
Inasmuch as the West Indies depend almost wholly on agriculture, such
figures indicate that the islands are among the world's most productive

